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Supplementary material 

Supplementary Material 5 – Clinical note from MPI Archive 

 

From the MPI Archive/Munich: a single clinical note derived from Munich Psychiatry Hospital, giving the patient’s 
full name for the first time [translation by BS Kasper]. 

 

…Knott, Johann, born 11.4.28, deceased 23.2.36. About duration of disease, birth…no information from history. 
Entered the hospital in June 32, completely apathic, without any reaction to external stimuli. Sleeping almost all 

day, only with strong lights an eyelid movement is elicited, so there seems to be a probability of some ability for 

sensation. Difficulty with swallowing even with smooth food, often a deep and slow breathing pattern is seen 

reminiscent of Cheyne-Stokes. The clinical investigation revealed brisk PSR and ASR, enhanced on the left, clonic 

on the right. Head is held backwards constantly, tone of neck muscles seems weakened. Arms are flexed, as well 

as one leg is held flexed while the other is stretched. From time to time paroxysmal stretching of the arms is seen 

accompanied by dorsiflexion of the big toe, while the other toes are “straddled”. The kid is unable to walk and 
stand…A general hypersensitivity is noticed. Ocular fundi normal. Wa. R. [Wassermann Reaktion] in blood and 

CSF negative. During stay 1-2 seizures almost every day: Head and eyes deviate to left or right, legs flex, toes 

stretch….tonic seizure. Duration 1 to 3 minutes. Therapeutic (approach): x-ray irradiation of the head. For a period 

of time occurrence of seizures 5 to 8 times a day. The kid seems to show some more psychic activities. In April 33 

discharged to Schönbrunn again. There persistent symptomatology until death. 
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